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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper a mobile ion hypothesis was proposed to explain the observed experimental effect in organic optical 

devices. The time-dependent applied voltage need to maintain a constant current density was predicted by simulating 

the mobile ion transport within the bulk of organic layer and corresponding internal electric field generated by 

distribution of mobile ions. To discover the source of mobile ion as well as understand their effect on driving voltage, 

efforts have been undertaken to try and model their behavior under an applied electric field. By solving the transient 

equations governing the mobile ions motion under an external field, we obtain the transient mobile ion distributions and 

their contribution to the driving voltage. 

KEYWORDS: Organic optical devices; impurity distribution; transport; voltage shift 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

When an external electric field is applied to a system containing mobile ions, the ions tend to move along the field 

lines and redistribute themselves such that an internal electric field is established to balance the external field. In an 

electrolyte solution with two electrodes placed into the system, anions move toward anode, and cations move toward 

cathode; concentration polarization products a back electromotive force opposing the applied voltage [1]. In a metal – 

oxide – semiconductor (MOS) field – effect transistor (FET), positive ions (e.g. Na) in the oxide redistribute under bias 

– temperature stressing and lead to threshold voltage instability [2, 3]. If mobile ions exist in organic optical devices, it 

is reasonable to expect that they move under an external electric field in a similar manner as in the oxide. Figure 1 

illustrates two scenarios where positive mobiles ions are redistributed under opposite external electric fields. 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic formation of internal field under external voltage (a) Forward bias; (b) Reverse bias 

 

Like bias – temperature stressed MOSFET the motion of mobile ions within organic optical devices could give 

rise to either a positive voltage shift for forward stressing or a negative voltage shift for reverse stressing [4,5]. For 

instance, the induced internal field after achieve a same conduction for stressed diode ad the one without any bias 

stressing. Because of existence of mobile ion diffusion, a distribution of mobile ions within the bulk would be expected 

when equilibrium state is reached. The model demonstrated in Figure.2 includes only cations .In reality, cations such as 

Na� and K� etc. are more easily to move around due to their small sizes [6]. There is possibility that cations and anions 

coexist within the system, and both participate in transport and contribute to induced internal electric field. However, 

the physical conclusions remain the same regardless of type of ions. For this reason, in this study, positive ions are 

chosen as example to demonstrate the mobile ion transport behaviors [7]. 

 

Problem Definition 

To the first order, the mobile ion transport and voltage shift equations are:  

��(�,�)

��
= �

���(�,�)

��� − ��
��(�,�)
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                  (1) 

∆���� = �
� � �����, �� − ���, 0�	
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�                       (2) 

Where �(�, �) is the concentration of mobile ions , D is the diffusivity , µ is the mobility , E is the electric field , 

ɛ=ɛ�ɛ� with ɛ� being the relative dielectric constant and ɛ� being the permittivity in vacuum , ∆���� is the voltage 

change as a function of time t . The anode (assumed to be grounded) is at x=0 and the cathode is at x= L. The electric 
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field in Eq. (1) was assumed to be a constant in the problems discussed in this paper. Several boundary and initial 

conditions are possible depending on how mobile ions are incorporated into the system. Although the following cases 

may not include all the possibilities, we believe they are typical and thus representative of the problem.  

Case A: In this case, we assume that the ionic impurities are incorporates in the system during the deposition process, 

and the concentration of mobile ions is uniform across the optical device. The boundary and initial conditions are written 

as 

����⃒�	� = − 
�(�،�)

� ⃒�	�+µ���0،�� = 0         (3)  

 ����⃒�	� = − 
�(�،�)

� ⃒�	�+ µ����،�� = 0       (4) 

���،0� = ��                                                       (5)  

Where J�t�⃒	� and J�t�⃒	� are the ion fluxes at the contacts. Equations (3) and (4) guarantee the conservation of 

mobile ions inside the organic layer(0 < � < �). 

Case B: This case is similar to case A in that the mobile ions are already present in the device and the total ion number 

is conserved , so we can expect the same case A boundary conditions [Eqs.( 3)and (4)] for case B . What different is the 

initial ion distribution profile. In this case, we assume that the mobile ions accumulate initially (t=0) near the anode 

(x=0) with the following form:  

���, 0� = ��_�����
��������� ���

�
�����

�          (6)  

Here, we have constructed this initial distribution from the equilibrium solution of Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) under a reverse 

electric field ��� (negative value). This is not a stable condition without the electric field because diffusion tends to 

equalize mobile ion concentration across the system. However, the relaxation process can be long depending on the 

parameters chosen, and this case may be meaningful gradual voltage shifts are observed when the field is set to zero.  

Case C: Here we assume that the device is initially free of ion impurities. The anode is a constant contamination source. 

Thus we define the boundary and initial conditions as follows: 

��0, �� = �� (7)  

��0, �� = ��(�)����                                  (8)       

And Eq . (4) Still holds at the cathode (x=L). The � in Eq. (8) is a parameter to describe the narrow ion distribution tail 

the organic layer from the anode. The distribution form (8) was chosen to guarantee an analytical solution to the problem. 

When � is large, the ion distribution inside the organic layer is minimum, approximating a clean device.  

 

Analytical solutions 

We have derived solutions for the above three cases under forward bias, reverse bias, and free fall (bias reset to 

zero) conditions. The reverse bias and free fall solutions are obtained by assuming the device to have been forward 

stressed toward saturation, namely,  

����������, �� = �����������, ∞�                            (9) 

Equation (1) for each case was solved by using separation of variables [8]. The detailed solutions for the three 

cases considered above are given as follows, where we have defined subscripts f, r and ff designating forward bias, 

reverse bias and free fall, respectively. E� has a negative value in the calculation .  
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The calculated time-dependent mobile ion profiles and voltage shifts are shown in Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c).   Under 

forward bias stress, the mobile ions (assumed positive) move and accumulate   toward the cathode (on the right) until 

the diffusion balances the drift motion at t=∞. The quasi-equilibrium solution at t= ∞ is simply 
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����, ∞� =  !����
(�	
����) �

 !��              (15) 

The calculated time-dependent voltage shifts are shown in   Fig. 2 (d).   Under forward  bias,  the voltage  increases  

and then  saturates  when the  mobile ion distribution approaches   a quasi-equilibrium   state (for  a given  voltage,  10 

Volts,  in this  case).  The maximum percentage voltage shift increases with larger �� ,��, ��and with smaller D. When  

the forward  bias is removed without  applying  a reverse  bias, the device goes into the  "free-fall"   situation  where  

the  mobile  ions  accumulated   near  the cathode  diffuses back  toward   a  more  uniform  distribution [9]. This is also  

reflected  in  the  calculated corresponding voltage  shift which decreases  and  approaches  1,the initial state (uniform 

distribution).  This result is in contrast to the case with reverse bias where the voltage shift decreases much faster than 

free-fall and drops below 1. The faster rate under reverse bias is due to the mobile ion drift motion in the reversed 

electric field in addition to diffusion.   The fact that the voltage shift can be even lower than unity is a result of the 

assumed initial   uniform   mobile ion distribution. Under  reverse  bias, the ions will obviously  accumulate  toward  the  

anode,  reducing  the voltage as compared  to the case with uniform  distribution.   Since the positive  and negative 

voltages are basically equal in magnitude,   one  would  expect the  ion quasi-equilibrium distribution profiles would  

be mirror   images  about   the  center of  the device,  and  maximum voltage   increase  and decrease  would  also be 

equal in magnitude. This is indeed the case when one carefully examines the results plotted in Fig. 2 (d). 
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Fig. 2: Mobile ion profiles for case A.(a) Mobile ion profile under forward bias vs. time.(b) mobile ion profiles 

under reverse bias vs. time.	��������
,�� = 	������	(
, ∞) .(c) Mobile ion profiles under zero bias vs. 

time. 	���� ��

�
,�� = 	������	(
, ∞). (d) Calculated voltage shift 
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(b) Results for case B: 
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WhereK3’s are defined by 
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The calculated time-dependent mobile ion profiles and voltage shifts are shown in Fig. 3. The mobile ions now move 

from the left side to me right side under forward bias, and return to the left side under reverse bias. The free-fall after 

forward bias would still lend to flatten out the ion distribution. Apparently, the driving voltage under reverse bias would 

tend to recover more or less the original voltage value (1+ΔV/V   approaches 1 as seen in Fig. 2-3(d)), while the driving 
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voltage in free-fall tends to recover much less and slower.  Comparing the subtle differences in Figs. 2 (d) and 3 (d) and 

with experimental data can provide insights into the initial ion distributions. 
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Fig. 3: Mobile ion profiles for case B.(a) Mobile ion profile under forward bias vs. time. (b) Mobile ion profiles 

under reverse bias vs. time.	��������
,�� = 	������	(
, ∞) .(c) Mobile ion profiles under zero bias vs. 

time. 	���� ��

�
,�� = 	������	(
, ∞). (d) Calculated voltage shift 

 
The assumed parameters are 
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(c)Results for case C: 
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And where  β3 ‘s are obtained by solving  

������"�� = 4�� 

!�                                                                                     (26)  

������"�� = 4�� 

!�                                                                                     (27) 

The calculated time-dependent   mobile ion and voltage shifts are shown in Fig.4. A key difference in case C as 

compared with cases A and B is that the ion particle number is not conserved in the device.   In case C, the ions are 

assumed to be injected from the anode (on the left at x=0) and accumulate toward the cathode under forward bias.  There 

are two factors that cause the drive voltage increase:  (i) the net increase of total mobile ion numbers in the device;   (ii) 

the redistribution   of ions. With otherwise the same parameters (C�. D, µ.  E), the voltage shift in case C under  forward  

bias  would be larger than  those  in cases  A and  B  because  of  (i)  and the recovery  under  reverse  bias  would appear 

to be smaller (see Fig. 4(d)).   
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Fig. 4: Mobile ion profiles for case C.(a) Mobile ion profile under forward bias vs. time.(b) mobile ion profiles 

under reverse bias vs. time.	��������
,�� = 	������	(
, ∞) .(c) Mobile ion profiles under zero bias vs. 

time. 	���� ��

�
,�� = 	������	(
, ∞). (d) Calculated voltage shift 

 

The assumed parameters are � = ����   ، �� = � �  ، �� = � �   ، � = �.�� × ��� ���
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�.�
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For all three cases in discussion, the voltage shifts show similar patterns, that is, forward bias always results in a 

positive voltage shift; for reverse bias and free fall the voltage shifts tend to recover.  In general, voltage shift associated 

with reverse bias recovers more quickly than that of free fall.  It should be noted that there are some important differences 

among different case.  For case A the voltage shift quickly goes down  below  the  starting value (1+.ΔV/V=1)  and  free  

fall's  voltage shift  gradually approaches 1 (Fig.2); however, as shown in Fig. 4, the voltage shift corresponding  to case 

C under reverse bias seems to recover to a value larger  than 1.  All of these are understandable by looking at the transient 

characteristics of mobile ions.  It is known that the voltage shift over time results from the deviation of instantaneous 

mobile ion profile from its initial position.  If the mobile ion profile returns to its original shape, then the recovery is 

100% and the voltage shift approaches 1.  Otherwise, partial recovery (case C) or over recovery (case A) occurs. 

For case A, the initial mobile ion distribution is assumed uniform. A forward bias shifts the ion distribution toward 

the cathode and causes the voltage to increase. When a reverse bias is applied, the ions are pushed toward the cathode 

(passing the uniform distribution), making the voltage shift (1+.ΔV/V=1) to appear less than 1, which corresponds to 

the uniform distribution. On the other hand, when the applied voltage is set to zero after forward stress (free fall), the 

ions diffuse toward a uniform distribution and the voltage shift approaches 1. 

For case B. the initial ion distribution is chosen to be the same as the saturated reverse bias distribution, namely, 

the ion concentration peaks toward the anode. Apparently, after a forward stress, a reverse bias can completely recover 

the voltage shift while free falls can only the voltage shift to one-half of the total shift. 

For case C, its boundary conditions are not symmetrical.  Initially, there are no mobile ions inside the system.  

Mobile ions are injected from anode under forward bias and purged by reverse bias.  Based on these conditions, any 

mobile ions inside the system can result in a positive voltage shift.  An important fact is that once the mobile ions are 

introduced into the system, they cannot be completely purged under a limited reverse bias because of the finite diffusion 

motion. This can be seen in the mobile ion profile (t =∞ hrs) in Fig. 4 (b).  When the mobile ions are pushed toward the 

anode, the diffusion effect, which has a tendency on the ion distribution opposite to the reverse bias, becomes more and 

more significant and finally reaches a balance with the drift motion under the reverse bias. From Eq. (2-21), the 

equilibrium profile under reverse bias is 

����, ∞� = ��� !��               (28) 

Equation (28) indicates that the mobile ion profile does not return to its initial position unless a very large (infinite) 

reverse bias is applied. Thus, for both reverse bias and free fall 100% voltage recovery is not expected. 

 

Voltage Shift under AC Conditions 
Organic optical devices are often driven by AC signals and the brightness of each pixel is determined by the 

forward voltage (current) and the percentage of forward bias within each duty cycle.  As shown in the introduction of 

this paper, driving voltage also increases over time under AC conditions, though they exhibit some additional features 
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as compared to the DC case.  The amount and the rate of voltage shift depend on the forward/reverse bias percentage 

within the duty cycle and the trend reverses upon the forward/reverse percentage reversal.  To see if the mobile ion 

model is still a feasible explanation, we simulated the mobile ion transport and the corresponding voltage shifts under 

AC conditions.  We have used numerical methods to solve Eqs. (1) and (2). We have considered boundary conditions 

(A) and (C).  The numerical technique used in this study is based on backward-finite difference method which 

approximates the original partial differential equation with an associated difference equation by using backward-

difference quotient to replace each of the derivatives [10-11]. The backward difference method generates a tridiagonal 

linear system which can be solved with Gaunssian elimination. Figure 5 is a flowchart illustrating the procedures taken 

in the programming.  The simulation was conducted by calculating the forward bias cycle and reverse cycle alternatively 

according to pre-defined forward/reverse period until desired hours is reached.  The calculated results of previous cycle 

will be the initial conditions for next calculating cycle.  The program is written in C language [12]. 

 
Fig. 5: (a) Definition of forward and reverse time percentage.(b) AC simulation flowchart
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The voltage shifts under AC condition for Case A and Case C have been simulated and the results are shown in Figs.6 and 

8. The differences between case C and case A are clearly demonstrated by comparing the voltage shifts in the two figures. 

 
 

Fig. 6: Calculated voltage shift under AC bias for case A 
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Since the initial ion distribution is uniform in case At a 50/50 AC stress does not change the ion distribution over time, 

and the voltage remain unchanged (1+.ΔV/V=1). The mobile ion profile oscillates around its uniform distribution as shown 

in Fig. 7. When the forward bias percentage is larger than 50%, the voltage increases as a result of the mobile ion response 

to the averaged electric field they experience during a duty cycle (as to be discussed next). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Schematic mobile ion profile driven by AC in case A 



 

 

Fig. 8: Simulation results of the relative voltage changes (� + ∆�
�� ) as function of stress time under AC conditions 

for case C 

 

The forward and reverse voltages are +10 and -10 volts, respectively. As compared to Fig.7, the simulation captures 

the basic features of the voltage shifts. In the simulation based on the simple model, we have not emphasized the quantitative 

details because many parameters about the mobile ions are not known. The assumed parameters are � = �����   ، � =

� × ����� ���

�
،µ = �.� × ����� ���

	.�
،���, �� = �.�
 × �������،∈
= �.�
 × ���� �����

��
،∈�= �.�.The 

simulation period is 1 hour. 

For case C, several   interesting   points   are worth   discussion.    (a)  Frequency dependence:  In the simulation, we 

have not used the experimental frequency (60 Hz, the period is 0.017 sec), but instead, we used a large period (1 hour).   To 

test its validity, we studied the frequency dependence (Fig.9) and found that as long as the period is short enough,    the   

voltage   shift   becomes a smooth   function of   stress time, and the forward/reverse bias effects are averaged out. (b) In the 

50% AC case,  the fact that the drive  voltage  still increases  over  time  appears  at first glance to be inconsistent  with the 

mobile  ion model because  the averaged  bias effect  on the ions should  be zero when the forward and reverse voltage 

magnitudes  are equal.  A more detailed study reveals that the mobile ion injection and transport in the system is not 

symmetrical even the forward and reverse percentages are equal.   In Eq. (1), there are two terms, a diffusion term and a 

drift term. Initially, during the forward bias period, both terms tend to push the mobile ions into the system.  On the other 

hand, during the reverse   bias period, the drift term reverses direction and tends to drive the ions back into the anode while 

the diffusion still tends to diffuse the ions further into the system. Because of this asymmetry, there is still a net diffusion of 

ions into the device and cause the voltage to increase over time. The AC  electric  field  probably acts as a catalyst  in  

assisting  the  ions  to  move  across the metal/organic  barrier. Snap shots of the simulated mobile ion distributions are 

plotted in Fig. 10 to illustrate the effects. 
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Fig. 9: Simulation results of the relative voltage changes(� + ∆�
�� ) as function of stress time under AC conditions 

for different frequencies (100 hours/cycle, 50 hours/cycle, and 6 hours/cycle) 

 

The voltage shift oscillates around the time-averaged curve. When the frequency increases, the oscillation amplitude 

decrease and voltage shift becomes smooth function of stress time. 

 
 

Fig. 10: Simulated mobile ion profiles at different times in an alternating stress cycle 

 



 

DISCUSSIONS 

 

Generally, the mobile ion transport depends on the magnitude and sign of the external electric field, initial ion 

concentration (or ion source concentration), diffusivity and ion mobility. For the problem discussed in this chapter the 

electric field is treated as a constant. The effects of the electric field have been studied and discussed. Besides the electric 

field, the material parameters, such as the mobile ion diffusivity and mobility, can also affect the magnitude and shape of 

the time-dependent voltage shifts. Below we discuss some of the limiting cases to illustrate the effects of these factors. 

Maximum Voltage Shift  

When diffusivity is so low that the diffusion effect can be completely ignored, the voltage shift will reach its maximum 

given a total mobile ion concentration. 

Correspondingly, the mobile ions are completely pushed towards cathode by external electric field. The mobile ion 

distribution becomes a delta function at x=L.  The internal electric field in this situation can be evaluated easily according 

to Gauss's law[13]. The maximum voltage shift is 

∆�� =
�����

����
                          (29) 

Where Δ� V is in unit of volt 

This relation can be used to estimate the maximum ion concentration whose contribution to voltage shift becomes 

insignificant.  Equation (29) also reveals that the length of cell contributes to the voltage change. 

Ionic Transport Parameters 

The initial ion concentration (or source concentration), ion mobility and diffusivity are three unknown transport 

parameters in the models. These parameters may be determined by fitting the models into experimental data. As an Example, 

we use case C model to fit a set of DC experimental data [14-16].The fitting results are shown in Fig.11. 

 
Fig. 11: Calculated (Solid and dashed curve) voltage shift in comparison with experiment (clear and filled shapes) 

for forward bias, reverse bias and free fall 

 

The assumed parameters are � = ����� , 
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��
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electric field is assumed constant inside the device. 

Having these parameters, we are able to obtain good fit to the first branch (before reversal) and the free-fall branch. 

The trend for the reverse biased branch is also reasonable.  We have kept all parameters constant except to change the sign 

of the electric   field for reverse   bias. The   agreement  between the theory   and experiment led to this fact that the mobile 

ions can be the origin of the observed voltage change in Fig.7. 

It is well known that defects in materials are the vehicles for material transport in solids [17]. The two main types of 

defects are the vacancies and interstitial, but also other defects like substitutions and dislocations can be instrumental in 
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transport. In organic molecular crystal, the diffusion is believed to follow the same mechanism as those in inorganic materials 

[18,19] and the diffusion coefficients are usually presented in the form of an Arrhenius expression. The diffusion coefficients 

in some organic crystals are in the range between 1.0x10��cm	/s and 1.0x10�

cm	/S   for atomic diffusion [20]. Since 

diffusion occurs more rapidly along dislocations and grain boundaries than through the bulk lattice. So a higher diffusion 

would be expected in disordered system.  However, defects in disordered systems are also charge traps which could reduce 

the ionic diffusion by increasing the activation energy in Arrhenius equation.   An estimated diffusion coefficient of 

3.0x10�
�cm	 /S for positive ions in PEO polymer was reported by deMello et al. [21].  

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studied the mobile ion movement in an externally applied electric field. A mobile ion transport 

model was developed and the model was solved analytically for three typical cases. Based on the transient mobile ion profile, 

the organic optical devices voltage shifts were calculated. This simple model assumes a constant electric filed and considers 

a direct contribution from the redistribution of mobile ions on operating voltage. By choosing a set of reasonable parameters, 

we were able to good fit  to the organic devices voltage changes over time under various bias (forward, reverse and zero) 

conditions. The agreement between theory and experiment seems to lend support to the proposal that that mobile ions do 

exist in all organic optical devices and they are one source of degradation.  
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